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CHALLENGES

STABILO International, a prominent manufacturer of writing

instruments, faced challenges in managing supplier queries

and ensuring conformity declarations for externally sourced

materials. 

The manual processes in place were time-consuming and

posed difficulties in meeting compliance requirements. The

need for a streamlined and efficient system became evident

as the company sought to enhance its digital transformation

journey in conjunction with the S/4 HANA system.
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SOLUTION
With conarum's supplier platform, STABILO can
create and send supplier queries quickly and easily.

Weissenburg, January 17, 2024 -
STABILO International has gone live
with conarum's supplier platform
today. 

proconarum was integrated into the
company's S/4 HANA system and
enables STABILO to automate supplier
queries and manage declarations of
conformity for their externally sourced
materials. 

The solution supports various types of
inquiries such as supplier product or
quality inquiries or declarations of
conformity. 

Supplier responses are recorded in
the platform by the supplier and made
available for further processing.
Suppliers can also upload additional
PDF documents, which can then be
processed in the subsequent process.

"We are delighted to have
reached an important
milestone in our digital
transformation in conjunction
with S/4 HANA with the
supplier platform from
conarum...The solution helps
us to make our processes more
efficient and meet our
compliance requirements." 

from Sarah Eckert, Purchasing at
STABILO International. 
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proconarum is a SAP certified solution built on SAP

Business Technology Platform. Our mission with

proconarum is to empower businesses to thrive in a

competitive landscape by optimizing the procurement

process and unlocking operational efficiency.

Working as a centralized supplier portal, proconarum

streamlines communication, enhances visibility, and

promotes seamless collaboration. 

The solution also grants businesses the flexibility and

control to expand and tailor it to their specific

requirements, empowering them to shape the platform

according to their unique needs.

With proconarum, businesses can bid farewell to manual

inefficiencies and embrace streamlined procurement. 
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